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ATTTOL
(force slicer)

by

Philip Mazeikas

CONCEPT:

Interval deposed upon stasis of coordinate velocity of intermittent calibration of fission upon 
determined measure denies coordinate pressure.

BLUEPRINT:

Sequence of interposition upon refrain of calibrated function of limit denies frequency.

SYNOPSIS:

Pressure invariable derived upon stasis of prelocated vestige of acceleration of determined wave 
function designates field.

SCHEMATIC:

VOLT
“calibration”
→
MERCURY
“threshold”
→
ALPHA WAVE
“function”
→
DECIBEL
“variable”

DESIGN:

The volt defines coordinate.  The mercury designates variance upon designated incongruence of stasis.  
The alpha wave determines magnitude upon acceleration.  The decibel refrains coordinate axis.



POSTULATE:

Pressure dislocated variant upon interposed magnitude of variance designates one.

ENGINEERING:

Postulate inverse upon coordinate frame of static interposition of field denies congruence.

THEORY:

Interval upon acceleration of determined wave function designates limit.

ANALYSIS:

Prelocated variable stasis upon wave function determines not.

CONCLUSION:

Atttol functions upon variable limit of incongruent field.

PROSPECT:

Atttol varies interposition.

OSTIKE
(matter crusher)

by

Philip Mazeikas

CONCEPT:

Variable magnetism upon inordinate congruence of variant quotient of absolute pressure dislimits 
integral dimension.

BLUEPRINT:

Incongruent displacement of absolute variable fission designates not.

SYNOPSIS:

Prelocated axis of deferred measure defines zero.



SCHEMATIC:

ION
“pressure”
→
DECIBEL
“refrain”
→
MAGNET
“coordinate”
→
DIODE
“postulate”
→
MEGAWATT
“fission”

DESIGN:

The ion dislimits coordinate.  The decibel enters variance.  The magnet derives axis.  The diode 
measures recourse.  The megawatt derives return.

POSTULATE:

Inordinate pressure dislocated upon internment of absolute quotient of intrinsic velocity defines 
measure.

ENGINEERING:

Incongruent field upon variance dislimits pressure.

THEORY:

Sequence upon variable recourse of absolute measure designates threshold.

ANALYSIS:

Inverse determinant upon quotient of inert value designates prelocated variable function.

CONCLUSION:

Ostike returns calibrated threshold.

PROSPECT:

Ostike enters force.



PINGAL
(hacking)

by

Philip Mazeikas

CONCEPT:

Return upon calibrated threshold of absolute integral force designates function.

BLUEPRINT:

Prelocated vestige of inordinate quotient of intrinsic measure defers form.

SYNOPSIS:

Postulate derived upon coordinate stasis enters prelocation.

SCHEMATIC:

JOULE
“postulate”
→
TRANSISTOR
“calibration”

DESIGN:

The joule enters recourse upon derived pressure.  The transistor defers measure.

POSTULATE:

Incongruent field upon absolute measure of inverse threshold designates form.

ENGINEERING:

Inabsolute measure defined upon threshold of incongruent displacement of absolute frequency defines 
threshold.

THEORY:

Indetermined measure defines absolute deference. 

ANALYSIS:

Prelocated variance upon integral remand of absolute juncture defers stasis.



CONCLUSION:

Pingal redirects variable function.

PROSPECT:

Pingal defines coordinate force.


